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INTRODUCTION
Since the generalization of highest weight representation theory to Lie
w x w xsuperalgebras in K1 ] K3 , a number of interesting results on the highest
weight representation theory of classical Lie superalgebras have been
obtained. In contrast with the case of semisimple Lie algebras, the highest
weight representation theory of a classical Lie superalgebra which is not a
Lie algebra is nontrivial even in the finite dimensional case. Two of the
basic problems of the finite dimensional representation theory, namely the
problem of classifying the finite dimensional weight representations and
the problem of finding the character of a finite dimensional simple highest
weight representation, remain unsolved in general. It was shown in
w xVHKT2 that there is no character formula of Kac]Weyl type that can
cover all simple finite dimensional highest weight representations even for
 .the algebra sl m, n . Realizing the failure of the Kac]Weyl type formulas,
several authors have developed new approaches to the finite dimensional
 w xrepresentations of classical Lie superalgebras recently see VHKT1 ,
w x w x w x w x w x w x.VHKT2 , HKV , V , PS1 , PS2 , Ser . Our work is motivated by
w x w xVHKT2 and Ser .
w xThe approach in VHKT2 is purely combinatorial. The conjectured
w xcharacter formula presented in VHKT2 for the finite dimensional simple
 .highest weight representations of sl m, n is given combinatorially in terms
of the characters of the Kac modules.
More recently, a Kazhdan]Lusztig theory was developed for the Lie
 . w xsuperalgebra gl m, n in Ser . The idea is to define some polynomials
called Kazhdan]Lusztig polynomials, and show that the values of these
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polynomials at y1 together with the characters of the Kac modules
provide the characters of the finite dimensional simple highest weight
 .representations of gl m, n ; then based on a conjecture about the semisim-
plicity of certain reflection functor, one can proceed to compute the
polynomials.
It is natural to ask whether one can combine these two approaches.
Since in the case of a semisimple Lie algebra, the Kazhdan]Lusztig theory
 .is developed within the Bernstein]Gelfand]Gelfand BGG category O,
one would like to see whether a theory similar to the category O theory
can be developed for the category F of the finite dimensional weight
representations of a classical Lie superalgebra, and if so, to explore how
w xthis theory can help in bridging the approach of VHKT2 and the
w xapproach of Ser . The purpose of this study is to address these problems
 .for type I classical Lie superalgebras, as well as gl m, n .
w xThe work of BGG on the projective objects in category O is one of the
most interesting parts of the category O theory. This work was generalized
 . w xto graded Lie algebras including Kac]Moody algebras by R-CW . By
w x w xusing an approach similar to the approaches of BGG and R-CW , we will
show that results similar to the category O theory hold for the category F
 .over gl m, n or over a type I classical Lie superalgebra. To be more
precise, we will show that there are enough projective objects in F and the
indecomposable projective objects are in one-to-one correspondence with
the simple objects of F, and that under a certain condition, an analog of
BGG's duality theorem also holds in F if one replaces Verma modules by
Kac modules. Then we will describe a classification scheme for the objects
of F and define the Kazhdan]Lusztig polynomials for some of these Lie
n  .  .. superalgebras by using the cohomology groups Ext K l , L m unfor-
tunately, in some cases, this definition produces power series instead of
.  .polynomials . We will show that in the case of gl m, n , the polynomials we
w xdefine in this paper coincide with the polynomials defined in Ser . In the
 .  .  .case of sl 1, n n G 2 and C n , these polynomials can be computed
easily, and we will give the results. In the Lie algebra case, Ext1 plays a
crucial role for the Kazhdan]Lusztig polynomials. We will discuss Ext1
briefly at the end. It would be interesting if one could develop an
algorithm to use Ext1 to define the polynomials recursively as in the Lie
 w x.algebra case cf. Ser, Sect. 7 .
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we introduce the
necessary notation and terminology. In Section 2, we construct the projec-
 .tives in F and prove the duality theorem under a certain condition . In
Section 3, we describe a classification scheme for the objects of F. In
 .Section 4, we treat sl 2, 1 as an example. It is interesting to note that one
 .can also describe the injective objects of F in this case see Theorem 4.1 .
In Section 5, we define the Kazhdan]Lusztig polynomials. In Section 6, we
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 .  .compute these polynomials for sl 1, n and C n ; the results show that for
these algebras, the polynomials are either 0 or q k. In Section 7, we show
 .that for the algebra gl m, n , the polynomials defined in Section 5 are the
w xsame as the polynomials defined in Ser . Finally, a brief discussion of
1  .  ..Ext K l , L m is given in Section 8.
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
A classical Lie superalgebra of type I over the complex number field C
is one of the Lie superalgebras
A m , n s sl m q 1, n q 1 , m / n , m , n G 0, .  .
 :A n , n s sl n q 1, n q 1 r I , n ) 0, .  . 2 ny2
C n s osp 2, 2n y 2 , n G 2. .  .
 .Since our discussions in this paper hold for gl m, n also, we include
 .gl m, n in our list of the Lie superalgebras.
Let G s G q G q G be the natural consistent Z-grading of G.y1 0 q1
Then G is the even part of G and G q G s G is the odd part of G.0 y1 q1 1
Let G s Nyq H q Nq be the usual triangular decomposition of G with
H a Cartan subalgebra and B s H q Nq the distinguished Borel subalge-
bra. Let R be the roots of G with respect to this triangular decomposition,
let R , R be the sets of even and odd roots, respectively. Let Rq, Rq , Rq0 1 0 1
be the subsets of positive roots in R, R , R , respectively, and let P s0 1
 4a , . . . , a be the set of simple roots.1 r
 .  .Let r resp. r be the half-sum of all the positive even resp. odd0 1
roots, and let r s r y r .0 1
Let l g H* be a linear function on H. Let C¨ be the one-dimensionall
even B-module defined by
h ¨ s l h ¨ , h g H ; Nq ¨ s 0; deg ¨ s 0. .  .  .  .l l l l
 . G  .Let M l s Ind C¨ . Then M l is the Verma G-module with highestB l
 .weight l. The G-module M l has a unique maximal submodule M9, and
 .  .the quotient L l s M l rM9 is the simple highest weight G-module
corresponding to l.
 4Let e , f , h : i s 1, . . . , r be the set of generators of G as described ini i i
w xSection 2.5 in K1 , and let a be the odd simple root. For l g H*, lets
 . w xa s l h , 1 F i F r. The following theorem is a part of K1, Theorem 8 .i i
 .THEOREM 1.1. The G-module L l is finite dimensional if and only if
a g Z for i / s.i q
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 .Let P s G q G . Let l g H* and let L l be the simple highest0 q1 0
 .weight G -module with highest weight l. We extend L l to a P-module0 0
 .by letting G L l s 0, and define the Kac module corresponding to lq1 0
by
K l s IndG L l . .  .P 0
 .The G-module K l has a unique maximal submodule K 9 such that the
 .  .quotient K l rK 9 ( L l .
 . w xFix a bilinear form , as described in K1, Sect. 2.5 . Then an element
 . ql g H* is called typical if l q r, b / 0 for all b g R ; otherwise l is1
called atypical.
DEFINITION 1.2. An element l g H* is called a dominant integral if
 .the G-module L l is finite dimensional.
We denote the set of all dominant integral elements of H* by Sq.
q w x  .Let l g S . Then by K3, Prop. 2.9 , the G-module K l is simple if
and only if l is typical.
A G-module M is called a weight G-module if M is a direct sum of
weight subspaces, i.e.,
M s [M , where M s ¨ g M : h¨ s m h ¨ for all h g H . 4 .m m
Let F be the category of finite dimensional weight G-modules. For
w  .x  .M g F, we denote by M: L l multiplicity of L l in the composition
series of M. A G-module M g F is said to have a Kac Composition Series
 .KCS if M admits a filtration of G-modules
M s M 0 > M 1 > ??? > M k > M kq1 s 0
i iq1  .such that M rM ( K m , 0 F i F k. If M has a KCS, we denote byi
  ..M: K l the number of indices 1 F i F k such that m s l.i
2. PROJECTIVES OF F AND A DUALITY THEOREM
w x w xIn this section, we modify the approach of BGG and R-CW to prove
that F has enough projectives and that a duality theorem holds; we will
also discuss briefly the indecomposable injective objects of F.
q  .Let m g S ; we define a G-module A m by
A m s IndG L m s U G m L m . 2.1 .  .  .  .  . .G 0 UG . 00 0
 .  .Note that since L m is finite dimensional, A m is finite dimensional by0
the PBW theorem of Lie superalgebras.
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LEMMA 2.1. Let M g F, and let m g Sq. Then
Hom A m , M ( Hom L m , M .  . .  .G G 00
as ¨ector spaces o¨er C.
  . .   . .Proof. We define a map f : Hom A m , M ª Hom L m , M byG G 00
f f ¨ s f 1 m ¨ , .  .  .
  . .  .where f g Hom A m , M , ¨ g L m , and define a map g :0
  . .   . .Hom L m , M ª Hom A m , M byG 0 G0
g w x m ¨ s xw ¨ , .  .  .
  . .  .  .where w g Hom L m , M , x g U G , ¨ g L m . Then the maps fG 00
and g are well-defined and they are inverses of each other. Thus the
lemma follows.
q  .  .LEMMA 2.2. For m g S , the G-module A m defined by 2.1 is a
projecti¨ e object of F.
 .Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.1 and the fact that L m is a0
projective object in the category of finite dimensional weight G -modules.0
Remark. Lemma 2.2 also follows from the general fact that the functor
IndG from a subalgebra S to G sends projective objects to projectiveS
objects, but Lemma 2.1 provides more detail in this special case.
q  .  .LEMMA 2.3. For m g S , the G-module A m defined by 2.1 has a
KCS.
 .  .Proof. Since G and G are subalgebras, U G and U G arey1 q1 y1 q1
defined. Note that by the PBW theorem of Lie superalgebras,
A m s U G m L m ( U G m U G m L m .  .  .  .  .  .UG . 0 y1 q1 00
 .as vector space. Let ¨ be a highest weight vector of L m . Let u , . . . , um 0 1 r
 .be a basis of U G given by the PBW theorem, and let this basis beq1
ordered in such a way that
 :G u ; u , . . . , u .q i iq1 r
 .  .Note that U G m L m has a natural P-module structure. Let V beq1 0 i
 .  .the P-submodule of U G m L m generated by u m ¨ , . . . , u m ¨ ,q1 0 i m r m
1 F i F r. Then G V ; V andq1 i iq1
U G m L m s V > V > ??? > V s 0. 2.2 .  .  .q1 0 1 2 rq1
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 .In fact, the inclusions are clear, and we only need to check that U G mq1
 .L m s V . To verify this, note that G is a simple G -module. So0 1 q1 0
if u g G is a lowest weight vector, then by using the action of G ,q1 0
 .  .we see that V > Cu m L m , and therefore, as P-modules U G m1 0 q1
 .L m s V .0 1
 .  .Now since U G m L m is a finite dimensional G -module, byq1 0 0
 .  .refining 2.2 if necessary , we can find a filtration of P-modules
U G m L m s U > U > ??? > U s 0 .  .q1 0 1 2 tq1
 . qsuch that UrU ( L l as G -modules for some l g S , 1 F i F t,i iq1 0 i 0 i
i  .and G U > U . If we let A s U G m U , we get a filtration ofq1 i iq1 P i
G-modules
A m s A1 > A2 > ??? > Atq1 s 0 .
i iq1  .such that A rA ( K l , 1 F i F t. The lemma is now proved.i
q  .Let m g S . Then by Lemma 2.3, we see that A m has a maximal
 .  .submodule A9 such that A m rA9 ( L m . Consider the decomposition of
 .A m into indecomposable components. Each of these indecomposable
components is an indecomposable projective object in F. On the other
hand, if I is an indecomposable projective object in F, then since I is an
 .image of a direct sum of some A m 's, I must be an indecomposable
 .component of one of these A m 's. Hence the direct summands of the
 . qA m 's, m g S , exhaust all the indecomposable projective objects in F.
LEMMA 2.4. Each indecomposable projecti¨ e object in F is singly gener-
ated and has a unique maximal proper submodule.
Proof. Since each indecomposable projective object of F is a direct
 .summand of some A m , which is singly generated, the indecomposable
projective objects in F are singly generated. Being a finite dimensional
G-module, each indecomposable projective object in F has a maximal
submodule. The proof of the uniqueness of the maximal submodule is
w xsimilar to the proof of Lemma 11 in R-CW .
The following proposition gives a description of the indecomposable
projective objects of F.
 .PROPOSITION 2.5. i There exists a one-to-one correspondence between
the simple objects of F and the indecomposable projecti¨ e objects of F, hence
the indecomposable projecti¨ e objects of F are indexed by the elements of Sq.
 .We denote the indecomposable projecti¨ e object that has L m as a quotient
 .by I m .
 .  . qii The projecti¨ e object I m , m g S , has a KCS.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.1,
dim Hom A m , L m s dim Hom L m , L m G 1. .  .  .  . .  .G G 00
Therefore by Lemma 2.4, there exists an indecomposable component, say
 .   ..I, in the decomposition of A m , such that dim Hom I, L m s 1. LetG
 .p : I ª L m be the projection. Now if I9 is an indecomposable projective
 .  .object in F that has L m as a quotient, and p 9: I9 ª L m is the
projection, then by projectivity, there exists w : I ª I9 such that p 9(w s p .
 .  .If w I / I9, then w I must be contained in a maximal submodule of I9.
But by Lemma 2.4, I9 has a unique maximal submodule, so ker p 9 is the
maximal submodule of I9 and hence p s 0, which is impossible. So w is
onto, and by the projectivity of I9, I9 is a summand of I. Hence I s I9.
 .Thus we can denote I by I m . Now if M is an indecomposable projective
 . qobject of F, then MrM9 ( L l for some l g S , where M9 is the
 .maximal submodule of M, and hence M s I l . Therefore we have proved
 .statement i of the proposition.
 .To prove ii , we note that if M g F has a KCS, and M s M [ M is a1 2
direct sum of two G-modules, then each component has a KCS. In fact, if
we choose a maximal weight vector ¨ of M in such a way that ¨ g M or1
 :M , say ¨ g M , then the G-submodule ¨ generated by ¨ is a Kac2 1
 :  :module and Mr ¨ ( M r ¨ [ M , hence we can use induction on the1 2
 .length of the KCS of M to prove that each M has a KCS. Since I m isi
 .an indecomposable component of A m , it follows from Lemma 2.3 that
 .I m has a KCS. The proof of the proposition is now complete.
LEMMA 2.6. Let l, m g Sq; then
A m : K l s dim Hom A m , K l . .  .  .  . .  .C G
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 2.3, we see that
A m : K l s dim Hom L l , U G m L m .  .  .  .  . .  .C G 0 q1 00
s dim Hom U G m L m , L l . .  .  . .C G q1 0 00
 .  .The last step holds because U G m L m is a direct sum of simpleq1 0
G -modules. Hence by the fact that G and G are contragredient0 y1 q1
G -modules, we have0
A m : K l s dim Hom L m , U G * m L l .  .  .  .  . .  .C G 0 q1 00
s dim Hom L m , U G m L l . .  .  . .C G 0 y1 00
 .  .  .Since U G m L l ( K l as a G -module, the lemma follows fromy1 0 0
Lemma 2.1.
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 . qTHEOREM 2.7 The duality theorem . Assume that for any l g S ,
w  .  .x qK l : L l s 1. Then for l, m g S ,
I m : K l s K l : L m . 2.3 .  .  .  .  . .
Proof. First we note that the theorem is true for l s m, since both
 .sides of 2.3 are equal to 1 in this case. Then we note that the theorem is
also true if l / m and l f m q L, where L is the set of weights of
 .  .U G , because both sides of 2.3 are 0 in this case. So we can assumeq1
 .  .  .that l g m q L. Since L m is a quotient of I m and I m is projective,
w  .  .x   .  ..we have K l : L m s dim Hom I m , K l . We will show thatC G
I m : K l s dim Hom I m , K l . 2.4 .  .  .  .  . .  .C G
Let us write
A m s I m [ m I n . .  .  .[ n
ngmqL
Then by Lemma 2.6,
A m : K l s I m : K l q m I n : K l .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  . n
ngmqL
s dim Hom I m , K l .  . .C G
q m dim Hom I n , K l . 2.5 .  .  . . n C G
ngmqL
 .Let b s 2 r the sum of all positive odd roots . Then m q b is the1
  .  ..  maximal weight of m q L, and dim Hom I m q b , K l s I m qC G
.  ..b : K l because they are either both equal to 1 or both equal to 0. Now
 .  .by using 2.5 we can apply induction to prove 2.4 by going downward on
 .the weights as follows. Suppose that 2.4 has been proved for all m0 such
 .that m9 - m0 F m q b. By applying 2.5 to m s m9, and noting that by
 .   .  ..the construction of I n , if n ) l, then I n : K l s 0 s
  .  ..dim Hom I n , K l , we haveC G
I m9 : K l s dim Hom I m9 , K l . .  .  .  . .  .C G
 .This completes the induction and proves 2.4 . Hence the theorem follows
as desired.
 .Remarks. 1 In proving the duality theorem, we need the condition
w  .  .x qthat K l : L l s 1 for all l g S , because the following example of
w xHKV, p. 486 shows a rather awkward situation in the highest weight
 .representation theory of Lie superalgebras. Let G s sl 2, 2 , let l s
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w x 1; 0; 1 . Then l is doubly atypical with atypical roots b and b b s12 21 i j
.  .« y d , and the Kac module K l has five composition factors withi j
maximal weights given by
l, l y b , l y b , l y b y b , l y b y b y b .12 21 12 21 12 21 22
Note that l y b y b s l because « q « y d y d s 0. We see that12 21 1 2 1 2
w  .  .xK l : L l s 2.
 . w  .  .x2 It is easy to see that K l : L l ) 1 can only happen for
 .sl m, m .
We now discuss the injective objects of F briefly. Let
6 6 6 6 .0 C I 0 P ???1
be the projective resolution of the trivial G-module C. Then for any
M g F, we have the injective resolution for M:
6 6 6 6
  . .  .0 M Hom I 0 , M Hom P , M ??? . 2.6 .C C 1
 .Hence there are enough injective objects in F. By putting M s L l in
 .  .2.6 , we see that the indecomposable injective object that contains L l
  ..   .  ..i.e., the injective hall of L l is a direct summand of Hom I 0 , L l .C
Since any indecomposable injective object contains a unique simple sub-
module, we have proved the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.8. The indecomposable injecti¨ e objects of F are indexed
by the elements of Sq, and each indecomposable injecti¨ e object of F is a
q  .  ..direct summand of Hom I 0 , L l for some l g S .C
3. A CLASSIFICATION OF THE OBJECTS OF F
By applying the results of Section 2, we describe a classification scheme
for the objects of F. Note that by Proposition 2.5, every object of F is a
quotient of some projective G-module which is a direct sum of certain
 . q  .I m 's. We extend the partial order on S inherited from H* to the set
 q. qF S of all the finite subsets of S as follows.
 q. < < < <  < < < <.  .Let A, B g F S . If A - B or A ) B , then A - B or A ) B ;
< < < <  .if A s B , then A F B or A G B if and only if after a suitable
 4arrangement of the elements of A and B, say A s m , . . . , m and1 k
 4  .B s l , . . . , l , the relations m F l or m G l , 1 F i F k, hold. This1 k i i i i
 q.partial order of F S induces a partial order on the set P of all the
projective objects of F.
LEMMA 3.1. Let M g F. Then there exists a unique minimal object in P
that has M as a quotient.
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Proof. Suppose that Q and Q are minimal among the objects of P1 2
that have M as a quotient. Let p : Q ª M and p : Q ª M be the1 1 2 2
natural projections. By projectivity, there exists a G-module homomor-
phism f : Q ª Q such that p s p (f. Suppose that Q s1 2 1 2 2
 .  .[ m I m . Then by Proposition 2.5, each I m is singly generated,i i i1F iF k
 .and by the minimality, a generator of I m cannot be in ker p . Hence byi 2
considering Q , Q , and M as G -modules, we see that some set of1 2 0
 .generators of Q is contained in f Q . Therefore f is onto. Similarly,2 1
there is an onto homomorphism from Q to Q . But Q and Q are finite2 1 1 2
dimensional G-modules, so f must also be one-to-one and hence is an
isomorphism. Thus the lemma follows, as desired.
DEFINITION 3.2. Let M g F. The unique minimal object in P that has
M as a quotient is called the projective cover of M in F.
DEFINITION 3.3. An object M g F is called a local cover if it has a
 . qunique maximal submodule M9 such that MrM9 ( L m for some m g S .
 .If this is the case, we call M a local cover of L m .
It is clear that any highest weight G-module in F is a local cover, and in
particular, Kac modules are local covers. The indecomposable projective
 .objects I m are also local covers.
q  .LEMMA 3.4. Let m g S and let M be a local co¨er of L m . Then M is a
 .quotient of I m .
Proof. Let M9 be the unique maximal submodule of M. Then any
nonzero vector ¨ g M y M9 is a generator of M, since otherwise them
submodule generated by ¨ is a proper submodule and must be contained
 .  .  .in M9. Let w : M ª L m and f : I m ª L m be the canonical projec-
 .tions; then there is a f9: I m ª M such that f s w (f9. Let ¨ be a
 .  .  .generator of I m of weight m; then f ¨ generates L m and hence
 .f9 ¨ generates M, thus f9 is onto, and the lemma follows.
 4PROPOSITION 3.5. Let M g F. Let S s ¨ , . . . , ¨ be a set of generators1 k
of M that consists of primiti¨ e ¨ector ¨ of weight m , 1 F i F k, such that thei i
< <submodule generated by each ¨ is a local co¨er. Suppose further that S s ki
 .is minimal among such generating sets of M. Then [ I m is thei1F iF k
projecti¨ e co¨er of M in F.
 .Proof. For ¨ g S, let V s ¨ be the submodule of M generated byi i i
¨ . Then M s  V . By Lemma 3.4, for each i, there is an ontoi 1F iF k i
 .G-module homomorphism w : I m ª V ; hence w s  w is ani i i 1F iF k i
 .onto G-module homomorphism from [ I m to M. Hence by thei1F iF k
minimality assumption of the proposition, the projective module
 .[ I m must be the projective cover of M.i1F iF k
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Let M and M g F, let P and P be the projecti¨ e1 2 1 2
co¨ers of M and M , respecti¨ ely, and let N , N be the corresponding1 2 1 2
submodules of P and P , respecti¨ ely, such that P rN ( M , P rN ( M .1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
Then M ( M if and only if P s P and there is an automorphism s of P1 2 1 2 1
 .such that s N s N .1 2
Proof. This is clear.
We need to describe the automorphism groups of the objects of P.
 .PROPOSITION 3.7. Let Q g P, and let Q s [ m I m for somei i1F iF r
q   . .m g S , m g N, 1 F i F r. Let d s m dim I m y 1 and let d si i i i i m ir  .  m1.  m s. d d . Then Aut Q ( GL C = ??? = GL C = C .is1 i
 .   ..Proof. Let Q s m I m a direct sum of m copies of I m , 1 F i F r.i i i i i
 .  .  .Then it is clear that Aut Q ( Aut Q = ??? = Aut Q . Thus we may1 r
 .  .assume that Q s [ I m is a direct sum of r copies of I mi1F iF r
 .  .we keep the indices for our convenience . Let dim I m s m and let e sm
 . X  . Xr m y 1 . Let I be the maximal submodule of I m , let Q9 s [ I ,i i i1F iF r
 .  .and let Q s QrQ9. Then Q ( [ L m . Let ¨ g I m be a gener-i i m1F iF r
 .  .   . 4ator of I m . If s g Aut Q , then the set s ¨ : 1 F i F r generates Q,i
 .and hence the images s ¨ of s ¨ in Q form a basis of Q . Thus there .i i m
r .  .is a w g GL C such that w ¨ s s ¨ , and if we denote by w9 the .i i
 .  .linear map on  C¨ induced by w, then w9 ¨ q x s s ¨ for some1F iF r i i i i
X  r . X  .x g Q . Now suppose that f g GL C and y g Q 1 F i F r ; theni m i m
 .w s f ¨ q y form a set of generators of Q. If we define s : Q ª Q byi i i
r r6
s : u ¨ u w , u g U G , 1 F i F r , . i i i i i
is1 is1
 .  .  r . ethen s g Aut Q . Therefore Aut Q ( GL C = C . Now the proposi-
tion follows.
 .4. PROJECTIVES AND INJECTIVES OF F FOR sl 2, 1
 .We fix G s sl 2, 1 in this section. Let
e s E , e s E , e s E , f s E , f s E , f s E ,1 12 2 23 3 13 1 21 2 32 3 31
h s E y E , h s E q E .1 11 22 2 22 33
 4  :Then e , e , e , f , f , f , h , h is basis of G, and h , h s H is a1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 1 2
 4Cartan subalgebra of G with basis h , h . We choose a s « y « ,1 2 1 2
b s « y d as a simple root system for G. Corresponding to the chosen2 1
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simple root system, the set of positive even root and the set of positive odd
q  4 q  4roots are R s a and R s b , a q b , respectively. Thus r s r y0 1 0
 .  .r s yb. For a weight l g H*, let a s l h and b s l h , and write1 1 2
 .  .  .  .l s a, b . Then we have a s 2, y1 , b s y1, 0 , and r s 1, 0 .
w x According to K3 , a weight l g H* is typical if and only if l q
. .  . .  .r h q h / 0 and l q r h / 0. That is, if l s a, b , then l is1 2 2
 .typical if and only if a q b q 1 / 0 and b / 0. Also, L l is finite
 . qdimensional if and only if a g Z . Hence a weight l s a, b g S isq
atypical if and only if
 .i b s 0; or
 .ii b s ya y 1 is a negative integer.
Thus an atypical weight is singly atypical with atypical root b or a q b.
A straightforward computation shows that if l g Sq is atypical, then
 .  .  .  . the character of K l is ch L l q ch L l y b or ch L l q ch L l y
.a y b according to whether the atypical root is b or a q b. If ¨ denotesl
 .  .a highest weight vector of K l , then f ¨ or af q f f ¨ gives a2 l 3 2 1 l
 .  .primitive maximal, to be more precise vector of K l which is not a
highest weight vector.
 .Consider the indecomposable projective objects of F. Let l s a, b g
q  .  .  .S . If l is typical, then L l s K l s I l . Suppose that l is atypical.
 .  .Let ¨ g I l be a generator of I l . We have two cases to consider.l l
 .  .Case i . b s 0. The structure of I l is given by the diagram
6¨ ? ? e ¨l 2 l
66 6
? f e ¨?f ¨ 2 2 l2 l
where the vectors are primitive vectors.
 .  .Case ii . a q b q 1 s 0. The structure of I l is given by the diagram
6¨ ? ? e ¨l 3 l
66 6
? ue ¨?u¨ 3 ll
 .where u s af q f f g U G .3 2 1
  . q4THEOREM 4.1. The set I s I l : l g S is a complete set of indecom-
posable projecti¨ e objects as well as a complete set of indecomposable injecti¨ e
objects of F.
Proof. We only need to prove that I is a complete set of indecompos-
 .able injective objects of F. By the results on the structures of the I l 's,
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 .we see that each I l contains a unique simple G-module; this simple
 .  .module is a copy of L l . Hence we only need to prove that each I l is
 .  .injective. We may assume that l is atypical, since if l is typical, I l s L l
w xis clearly injective. Now by Theorem 4.2 in Su , any M g F that contains
 .  .  .I l as a submodule must have I l as a direct summand. Therefore I l
is injective, and the theorem follows.
5. KAZHDAN]LUSZTIG POLYNOMIALS
Since there are enough projective objects in F, for M and N g F, we
n .can define Ext M, N as usual, i.e., let
d d1 26 6 6 60 M P P ???0 1
be the projective resolution of M in F, and then by applying the functor
 .Hom , N to the resolution, we obtainG
d d1* 2*6 6 6 6 .  .  .0 Hom M , N Hom P , N Hom P , N ??? ,G G 0 G 1
n .and we define Ext M, N s Ker d rIm d . We have the followingnq1* n*
theorem on Ext n.
 w x.THEOREM 5.1 cf. R-CW, Sect. 7, Theorem 2 . Let M g F, and let
q n  . .m g S . Then Ext K m , M is naturally isomorphic with
  . n ..Hom L m , H G , M .G 0 q10
w xProof. The proof is a modification of the proof given in R-CW . For
j s 0, 1, . . . , and m g Sq, let
X s U G m H j G m L m , .  .  .j , m q1 q1 0
where H satisfies
x n x s x n x , for x , x g G .1 2 2 1 1 2 q1
w x  .  .Note that G , G s 0 , so we can define s : X ª X j G 1 ,q1 q1 j j, m jy1, m
by
j
s u m x n ??? n x m ¨ s ux m x n ??? n x n ??? n x m ¨ .Ã . j 1 j k 1 k j
ks1
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 .Let « : X ª L m be the natural module action. Then the sequence0, m 0
s sj 1 «6 6 6 6 6
??? X ??? X L m 0 .j , m 0, m 0
 .is an exact sequence of U P -modules.
 .   .For M g F, let M s Hom X , M , j G 0, let Hom L m ,j UP . j, m UP . 0
.M s M , and lety1
? 6 6 6M : 0 M M ???y1 0
be the resulting complex. We show that
Hom L l , H n G , M ( H n M ? . 5.1 .  .  .  . .G 0 q10
 . n .   .  ..Put X s U G m L G . for f g Hom L m , Hom X , M ,n q1 q1 G 0 G n0 q1
 .we define f 9 g Hom X , M byC n, m
f 9 u m ¨ s f ¨ u , u g X , ¨ g L m . .  .  .  .n 0
Then one can check that f 9 g M . For example, if x g G , u g X ,n 0 n
 .¨ g L m , then0
f 9 x u m ¨ s f 9 xu m ¨ q f 9 u m x¨ .  .  . .
s f ¨ xu q f x¨ u .  .  .  .
s f ¨ xu q x f ¨ u y f ¨ xu .  .  .  .  .  . .
s x f 9 u m ¨ . . .
 .Now for g g Hom X , M , we defineUP . n, m
g* g Hom L m , Hom X , M .  . .C 0 G nq1
by
g* ¨ u s g u m ¨ , ¨ g L m , u g X . .  .  .  .0 n
 .Then for x g G , ¨ g L m , and u g X , we have0 0 n
g* x¨ u s g u m x¨ s g x u m ¨ y xu m ¨ .  .  .  . .
s x g u m ¨ y g xu m ¨ .  . .
s x g* ¨ u y g* ¨ ( x u .  .  .  . .  .
s xg* ¨ u . .  . .
  .  ..Hence g* g Hom L m , Hom X , M . It is easy to see thatG 0 G n0 q1
 .  .f 9 * s f and g* 9 s g, so we have an isomorphism
Hom L m , Hom X , M ( Hom X , M . .  .  . .G 0 G n UP . n , m0 q1
 .Now 5.1 follows from the definitions of the complexes involved.
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 .By 5.1 , in order to prove the theorem, we only need to prove that
n ?. n  . .  .H M ( Ext K m , M . Let t g Hom X , M be such that t (UP . n, m
s s 0. Then we can construct the following diagram with exact rows,nq1
s s snq1 n 1 «6 6 6 6 6 6 .??? X X X ??? X L m 0nq1, m n , m ny1, m 0, m 0
6 6 6 6
t tt ny1 0
b b bn 1 06 6 6 6 6 6 .0 M Y ??? Y L m 0ny1, m 0, m 0
 .  .where t , b is the push-out of s , t , Y s X , and t s identityny1 n n i, m i, m i
 .  .for i s 0, . . . , n y 2. Tensoring the bottom row with U G over U P , we
get an exact sequence of G-modules
1mbn6 60 U G m M U G m Y .  .UP . UP . ny1, m
1mb 1mb1 06 6 6 6
??? U G m Y K m 0. .  .UP . 0, m
6 .Let p : U G m M M be the onto G-module homomorphism de-UP .
 .  .fined by p u m m s um, u g U G , m g M. Let K s ker p , let
V s U G m Y r 1 m b K , .  .  .ny1, m UP . ny1, m n
V s U G m Y , 0 F i - n y 1, .i , m UP . i , m
 .and let d s 1 m b 0 F i - n y 1 . Then V g F for 0 F i F n y 1,i i i, m
and
d d dny1 1 06 6 6 6 6 60 M V ??? V K m 0 .ny1, m 0, m
is an exact sequence of G-modules depending only on the cohomology
w xclass of t . We denote this exact sequence by t .
On the other hand, given a representation
d d d dn ny1 1 06 6 6 6 6 6E : 0 M V ??? V K m 0 .n ny1 0
n  . .of an element in Ext K m , M , set V s M. Then we can definen
G -module homomorphisms w : Im d ª V , 0 F i F n, such that d (0 i i i i
 .  .w z s z for all z g Im d . Let 1 m ¨ be a generator of K m and leti i m
 .  .u s w 1 m ¨ . Then u induces an element f in Hom X , V via0 0 m 0 0 UP . 0, m 0
 .  .  .x m y¨ ª xyu , where x g U G , y g U G . Fix elements x g U Gm 0 q1 0 q1
and y g G . Thenq1
d (f (s x m y m ¨ s d (f xy m ¨ s d xyu s xy 1 m ¨ s 0. . .  .  .0 0 1 m 0 0 m 0 0 m
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 . Hence f (s x m y m ¨ g Im d . So if we let u s w (f (s x m y m0 1 m 1 1 1 0 1
.  .¨ , then u induces an element f in Hom X , V via a m b mm 1 1 UP . 1, m 1
 . 1  .c¨ ª abcu , where a g U G , b g L G , c g U G . Inductively, wem 1 q1 q1 0
 .obtain an element f g Hom X , M such that f (s s 0. TheUP . n, m nq1
cohomology class of f depends only on E ; we denote this cohomologyn
 . w .x w x.class by E . Then E s E and f s f. Hence the theoremn n n
follows.
q  . ww xxDEFINITION 5.2. Let l, m g S . We define an element P q in Z ql, m
by
P q s dim Ext n K l , L m ? q n . .  .  . .l, m
nG0
 .By using the example in the remark 1 in Section 2, one can see that
 .P q is not a polynomial in general. But we do have the followingl, m
proposition.
q w  .  .xPROPOSITION 5.3. Assume that for all l g S , K l : L l s 1. Then
for l, m g Sq, we ha¨e
 .  . w xi P q g Z q with nonnegati¨ e coefficients;l, m
 .  .ii P q s 1;l, l
 .  .iii P q s 0 if l is not F m.l, m
 .Proof. Consider the projective resolution for K l :
6 6 6 60 K l I l P ??? . .  . 1
 1.Then by Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 2.7, one can see that P s [I l1 i
1  n.  nq1.with all l ) l, and in general, if P s [I l and p s [I l ,i n s nq1 t
then each lnq1 ) ln for some index s. Now the proposition follows if onet s
  ..further notes that Hom P , L m / 0 if and only if m is one of theG n
nl .s
The following proposition shows that under the same condition as that
in Proposition 5.3, the characters of the simple objects of F can be
 .computed by using the polynomials P q .l, m
w  .  .x qPROPOSITION 5.4. Assume that K l : L l s 1 for all l g S . Then
for l g Sq, we ha¨e
ch L l s P y1 ch K m .  .  . m , l
mFl
s P y1 ch L m 1 q eya . .  .  . m , l 0
qagRmFl 1
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 . qProof. Let D l be the subset of S containing the elements F l.
 .We order the elements of D l , say l , l , . . . , such that if l ) l then1 2 i j
i - j. Then we have a system of equations
ch K l s a ch L l , .  .i i j j
 .l gD lj
w  .  .xwhere a s K l : L l . Since the coefficient matrix is an upper triangu-i j i j
lar matrix with ones on the diagonal, we can solve the system and get
ch L l s c ch K l . .  .i i j j
 .l gD lj
The coefficient matrix of this system is also upper triangular. We want to
 .  .show that c s P y1 . Consider the projective resolution of K l :i j l , l ii j
6 6 6 60 K l I l P ??? . .  .i i 1
 j .  j .If we write P s [ b l , m I m , and letn n i n, i n, ij
n nd s y1 dim Ext K l , L l , .  .  . .i j i j
nG0
then
n nd s y1 dim Hom P , L l s y1 b l , l . .  . .  . . i j G n j n i j
nG0 nG0
By the duality theorem and by using introduction on n, we see that
n ny1 b l , l K l : L l s y1 b l , l , .  .  .  . .  .  n i k k j nq1 i j
iFk-j nG0 nG0
and hence we have
nd a s y1 b l , l K l : L l .  .  .  .  i k k j n i k k j
iFkFj iFkFj nG0
ns y1 b l , l K l : L l .  .  .  .  n i k k j
iFk-j nG0
nq y1 b l , l K l : L l .  .  .  . n i j j j
nG0
s y1 nb l , l q y1 nb l , l .  . .  . nq1 i j n i j
nG0 nG0
s b l , l s d . .0 i j i j
 .Hence c s d s P y1 and the proof of the proposition is complete.i j i j l , li j
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6. KAZHDAN]LUSZTIG POLYNOMIALS AND
CHARACTERS OF SIMPLE FINITE DIMENSIONAL
 .  .MODULES FOR sl 1, n AND C n
 .In this section we assume that the Lie superalgebra G is one of sl 1, n
 .  .n G 2 and C n .
LEMMA 6.1. An element l g Sq is either typical or singly atypical.
 .Proof. We will treat the case G s sl 1, n ; and the other cases can be
treated similarly. By using linear functions « , d , . . . , d to express an1 1 n
element l g H* as a« q  b d , we see that the condition l q1 1F iF n i i
.  .r, b s 0 where b s « y d is equivalent to1 i 1 i 1 i
a q b q 1 y i s 0. 6.1 .i
If l g Sq has more than one atypical root, let b , b be two of them1 i 1 j
 .and assume that i - j. Then by 6.1 we have
a q b q 1 y i s 0 and a q b q 1 y j s 0,i j
and hence b y b s i y j. But this is impossible since l g Sq impliesi j
b y b G 0.i j
The following theorem is due to Van der Jeugt, Hughes, King, and
 .Thierry-Mieg in the case sl 1, n , and due to Van der Jeugt in the case
 .  w x w x.C n see VHKT1 , V .
THEOREM 6.2. Let l g Sq be atypical. Then the maximal submodule of
 .K l is simple with atypical highest weight m / l.
w  .  .x qBy this theorem, K l : L l s 1 for all l g S . We make the follow-
ing definition for our convenience.
DEFINITION 6.3. If l, m g Sq, we use the notation l ¤ m to indicate
 .  .the fact that L l is the maximal submodule of K m . We say that m is
k-step up-linked to l if there are elements l , . . . , l g Sq such that1 k
l ¤ l ¤ ??? ¤ l s m. If m is k-step up-linked to l, we also say that l1 k
is k-step down-linked to m.
COROLLARY 6.4. Let l, m g Sq. Then
q k , if m is k-step up-linked to l;P q s .l, m  0, otherwise.
Proof. By the duality theorem and Theorem 6.2, for any atypical
q  .l g S , I l has a filtration
I l > I 1 > 0 .
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 . 1  . 1  .such that I l rI s K l , I s K l , and l ¤ l . Thus the projective1 1
 .resolution of K l is given by
6 6 6 6 6 60 K l I l I l ??? I l ??? , .  .  .  .1 k
6 6 6 6   ..with l l ??? l ??? . If one applies Hom , L m to the1 k G
resolution, the resulting complex collapses to zero unless m s l for somek
  .  ..k. If m s l for some k G 1, then Hom I l , L m s 0 for i / k andk G i
  .  ..Hom I l , L m s C. Thus the corollary follows.G k
w xThe following result was first obtained by Bernstein and Leites in BL
by a different method.
COROLLARY 6.5. If l g Sq is atypical, then
kch L l s y1 ch K l , .  .  . k
kG0
where l is k-step down-linked to l and l s l.k 0
Proof. Use Proposition 5.4 and Corollary 6.4.
 .7. THE CASE G s gl m, n
In this section, we discuss the relationship between the polynomials that
 . w xwe defined in Section 5 and the polynomials K l, m defined in Ser .
 . w x  .First let us recall the definition of K l, m in Ser . Let G s gl m, n
and let G s G m G m G be the natural consistent Z-grading withy1 0 q1
 .  .G s gl m [ gl n . Fix a Cartan subalgebra H of G and a triangular0
decomposition G s Ny[ H [ Nq such that G ; Ny, G ; Nq. Sincey1 q1
  ..G is a G -module, for l g H*, the homology group H G , L l has ay1 0 i y1
natural G -module structure. For l, m g H*, we define the generating0
w xfunction Ser, Sect. 2
iK l, m s H G , L l : L m q . .  .  . . i y1 0
iG0
We will need some homological algebra results. Lemma 7.1 and Proposi-
tion 7.2 below hold for a general finite dimensional Lie superalgebra G.
We will state them in the general forms.
LEMMA 7.1. Let G be a finite dimensional Lie superalgebra. Let U, V,
and W be G-modules. Then
Hom U m V , W ( Hom U, Hom V , W .  . .C C C C
as G-modules.
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Proof. We define
6
f : Hom U m V , W Hom U, Hom V , W .  . .C C C C
by
f w u ¨ s w u m ¨ , .  .  .  . .
 .where w g Hom U m V, W , u g U, ¨ g V and defineC C
6
f9: Hom U, Hom V , W Hom U m V , W .  . .C C C C
by
f9 t u m ¨ s t u ¨ , .  .  . . i i i i
  ..where t g Hom U, Hom V, W , u g U, ¨ g V. Then f and f9 areC C i i
inverses of each other. To see that f is a G-module homomorphism, let
 .x g G , w g Hom U m V, W , u g U , and ¨ g V, where a, b, c g Z .a C C b c 2
Then
f xw u ¨ s xw u m ¨ .  .  .  .  . .
abs x(w u m ¨ y y1 w ( x u m ¨ .  .  .  .  .
acabs x w u m ¨ y y1 w xu m ¨ q y1 um x¨ , .  .  .  . .  .
and
x f w u ¨ .  .  . . .
abs x(w w u ¨ y y1 f w ( x u ¨ .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
abs x f w u ¨ y y1 f w xu ¨ .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
 .a bqcs x( f w u ¨ y y1 f w u ( x ¨ .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
aby y1 w xu m ¨ .  .
 . aba bqcs x w u m ¨ y y1 w u m x¨ y y1 w xu m ¨ . .  .  .  .  . .
Hence f is a G-module homomorphism.
 .PROPOSITION 7.2. Poincare Duality Let G be a finite dimensional LieÂ
superalgebra, and let V be a G-module. Then
H n G, V * ( H G, V * .  .n
as G-modules.
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Proof. By Lemma 7.1, we have a G-module isomorphism
Hom U m V , C ( Hom U, Hom V , C , .  . .C C C C
for any G-modules U, V and the trivial G-module C. Hence we have a
G-module isomorphism of complexes
Hom P m V , C ( Hom P, Hom V , C , .  . .C C C C
where P is a projective resolution of G. Since H commutes withn
 .Hom , C , by taking homology we obtain the isomorphism in the proposi-C
tion.
 .COROLLARY 7.3. Let G be gl m, n or a type I classical Lie superalgebra
q w  .  .x qand assume that for any l g S , K l : L l s 1. Let l, m g S . Then
i iP q s H G , L l : L m q .  .  . .m , l q1 0
iG0
is H G , L l * *: L m q . .  . . i q1 0
iG0
Proof. By Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 7.2, we have
Ext n K m , L l ( Hom L m , H n G , L l .  .  .  . .  . .G 0 q10
s Hom L m , H G , L l * * . .  . . .G 0 n q10
 .Since G and L l are finite dimensional G -modules and all G -mod-q1 0 0
ules involved are completely reducible, we have
n ndim Ext K m , L l s H G , L l : L m .  .  .  . . .  .q1 0
s H G , L l * *: L m . .  . .n q1 0
Thus the corollary follows.
 .Now we come back to G s gl m, n . Define an involution s of G by
 .  .  .s e s f , s f s e , and s h s h for h g H. The category F isa a a a
self-dual with respect to the functor s as described below.
For M g F, we define a G-module structure on M* by
xw m s w s x m , for w g M*, x g G, m g M , .  .  . .
and denote the resulting G-module by M s. The proofs of Propositions 4.6
w xand 4.7 in DGK work in the case of a contragredient Lie superalgebra
without much change; hence we have similar results. We state these results
in Lemma 7.4 and Proposition 7.5 below without proof.
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LEMMA 7.4. Let G be a contragredient Lie superalgebra and let M g F.
Then
 . si M g F,
 . sii ch M s ch M ,
 .  s .siii M ( M ,
 . siv M ª M is a contra¨ariant functor which is exact,
s q .  .  .v L l ( L l for ; l g S .
 .PROPOSITION 7.5. Let G s gl m, n . Then for M g F, there is a natural
isomorphism
i sH G , M ( H G , M *, for any i . . .  .m mq1 i y1
Now we can prove the following theorem.
 . q  .THEOREM 7.6. Let G s gl m, n , and let l, m g S . Then K l, m s
 .P q .m, l
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, we have
Ext i K m , L l ( Hom L m , H i G , L l , .  .  .  . .  . .G 0 qi0
and hence
i idim Ext K m , L l s H G , L l : L m . .  .  .  . .  .q1 0
By Lemma 7.1 and Proposition 7.2, we have
H i G , L l ( H G , L l *. .  . .  . .m mq1 i y1
Therefore
dim H i G , L l s dim H G , L l , .  . .  .m mq1 i y1
and thus
ch H i G , L l s ch H G , L l . .  . .  .q1 i y1
Hence
idim Ext K m , L l s H G , L l : L m , .  .  .  . .  .i y1 0
which proves the theorem.
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8. THE FUNCTOR Ext1
We discuss Ext1 briefly in this section.
 . qLEMMA 8.1. i Let l, m g S be such that l - m, and suppose that
q w  .there is no element n g S such that l - n - m and K m :
 .xw  .  .x w  .  .x 1  .L n K n : L l / 0. Then K m : L l / 0 if and only if Ext K l ,
 ..L m / 0.
 . q  . qii Let l, m g S . Then P q / 0 only if there are l g S , i s 0,l, m i
1  .  ... . . , k, such that l s l - l - ??? - l s m and Ext K l , L l0 1 k 1 iq1
/ 0, 0 F i - k.
 .Proof. Consider the projective resolution of K l :
6 6 6 6 60 K l I l P P ??? . .  . 1 2
0  . 1 k  . i iq1If I s I l > I > ??? > I s 0 is a filtration of I l such that I rI (
 .K l , 0 F i - k, where l s l, then P can be taken to bei 0 1
 . 1  .  ..[ I l . Hence Ext K l , L m / 0 implies that P has at leasti 11F i- k
 . w  .one copy of I m as a summand, so by the duality theorem, K m :
 .x w  .  .x  .L l / 0. If K m : L l / 0, then P s [ I l has at least a copy1 1F i- k i
 .  .of I m as a summand. Note that P is a direct sum of some I n such2 j
that for each n , there is a l satisfying l - l - n andj i i j
w  .  .xw  .  .xK n : L l K l : L l / 0. So under the assumption of the lemma,j i i
 . 1  .  ..I m does not appear in P , and therefore Ext K l , L m / 0. Hence2
 .  .  .part i is proved. Part ii follows from part i and a similar consideration.
 .  . 1  .QUESTION. Let G s sl m, n m / n . Is it true that dim Ext K l ,
 .. qL m s 0 or 1 for l, m g S ?
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